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S

emantic integration of information
has become necessary to fetch
knowledge related in various domains.
Bio-informatics is a domain where
integration of information of biological
entities and annotations from various
knowledge bases has become necessary.
Phylogeny is the genealogical study of
living and non living organisms.
Phylogeny represents the historical
pattern
of
relationship
among
organisms that has genealogical unity
of given hominidae species like, human,
gorilla, chimpanzee, and orangutan.
Current there exists various approaches
for phylogeny visualizations which
provides the relationships in forms of
hierarchy.
Understanding
the
relationship
among
organism
represented using phylogeny tree needs
the user to search for other related data
of the organisms. The proposed
approach overcomes the drawback of
the existing phylogeny visualization
approaches by integrating the data of
organisms using an Ontology approach.
The ontology is implemented using
Protégé tool provides visualization of
phylogeny relationships with integrated
data and found to be efficient.

Introduction
Bioinformatics is an interdisciplinary
field that develops and improves
methods of storing and retrieving of
biochemical and biological data using
mathematics and Computer Science
[16]. The need for semantic integration
of data has become important currently
due to huge volume of datasets
generated related to biological entities.
Ontological approaches are widely
used in Semantic Web for integration of
data. The ontology modeling is found
to be well suited for application

domains
for
integrating
highly
semantic data. Various ontology
integration models are proposed by
various authors for bioinformatics
[2][11][4][6].
Phylogenetic tree construction is an
core area in bioinformatics which
involves
study
of
evolutionary
relationships
among
group
of
organisms that usually originated from
shared ancestral form [5]. Phylogenetic
analysis is the inferring or estimating
evolutionary
relationships
among
organisms. The result of an analysis is
drawn in a Cladogram diagram called a
cladistics.
Cladistics
is
the
classification of organisms based on the
branching of descendent lineages from
a common ancestor.
The existing phylogeny visualization
approaches do not integrate biological
entities of organisms visualized in
phylogenetic trees. A similar work is
carried out for integrating gene
information with other biological
entities [17][18]. The work presented
overcomes the limitation of the existing
phylogeny visualization approaches by
integrating the relevant data of
biological entities like protein, gene,
GO annotation, database references in
phylogeny visualization using ontology.
The organization of the Paper is as
follows: the section II reviews various
methods available from the literature
related to Phylogenetic methods and
visualization tools. Section III explores
the proposed ontology framework for
Phylogeny Visualization. The IV
section discusses the experimental
results of the work with snapshots
followed by conclusion in Section V.

Review of Literature
The related reviews of various

ontology approaches are discussed in
the below section. B.Orgun et.al [2]
proposed a work for providing
interoperability
among
domain
ontologies. They discussed about some
key issues are that still need to be
addressed if there to move from semi to
fully automated approach to provide
consensus
among
heterogeneous
ontologies. The issues outlined are
addressed in order to establish a
generic, domain independent, fully
automated approach interoperability
across heterogeneous ontologies. Dan
He et.al [3] proposed an ontology
based feature weighting strategy for
text classification. The ontology based
likelihood functions of features can be
computed with the combination of their
corresponding layers in the given
ontology and the original feature
frequency
under
bag-of-words
representation.
Purvesh Khatri et.al. [11] presented
the several analysis tools. An automatic
ontological analysis approach has been
proposed for biological analysis of
results. The comparisons of several
analysis tools have a number of
limitations and drawbacks. The result
shows that the large number of tools
implementing every similar approach.
Bhuvaneswari et.al [17] [18][19] has
proposed
ontology
models
for
integrating gene information with other
biological entities.
Kaustubh Supekar et.al [8] proposed
method to examine the use of metadata
using ontology for clinical research
database. The ontology based Meta
data management system allows a
customized
integration
of
heterogeneous
clinical
databases.
Daniel. L. Rubin [4] developed a
method using data from the visible
human. The authors have demonstrated
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the usage of ontologies with medical
images to support computer reasoning
about injury based on images. Go-Ebi
et.al [6] reviewed GO project. It
provides ontologies to describe
attributes
of
gene
products.
Peter.D.Karp
[10]
developed
a
functional ontology for Ecocyc
database. Function based data queries
have been demonstrated for how the
ontology can be used. Stuart Blair et.al
[15] reviewed the gene ontology to
solve the computational problems of
biology.

Ontology Model for
Phylogeny Visualization
The framework of proposed work for
visualizing phylogeny relationship

using ontology is given in figure 1. The
proposed framework consists of 3
phases: Phylogeny Creation, Ontology
Design, and Visualization. The phase 1
the phylogeny tree is constructed using
sequence information in FASTA format.
In the phase 2 of the framework the
ontology is constructed by extracting
relevant data of biological entities. The
phase 3 the phylogeny tree is visualized
using ontology constructed.
The dataset used for the proposed
work is downloaded from NCBI for
hominidae family. The hominidae form
a taxonomic family of primates
including four extant genera; 1)
Chimpanzee (pan) 2) Gorilla (gorilla) 3)
Humans (homo) and 4) Orangutans
(pongo). The dataset contains FASTA
sequence information of 12 organisms.

Figure 1. Framework for Ontology Model for Phylogeny Visualization

Phylogeney Creation:
The Phylogeny Creation is the first
phase which consists of three steps:
Identifying Similarity of sequence,
Sequence Alignment, and Phylogeny
tree construction. The degree of
sequence identity between 2 nucleotide
sequences is used for identifying the
similarity of sequences.. Sequence
alignment is classified in to two
categories as pair wise sequence
alignment and Multiple Sequence
alignment (MSA). MSA technique is
used to infer the similarity among
group of sequences. The similarity
matrix is used for aligning sequence
and the phylogenetic tree is constructed
as given in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Snapshot of Phylogeny Creation

Ontology Model

terminologies is presented in the below
sections.

The Ontology Design is the second
phase which consists of two processes
Extracting interrelated data and
Ontology Modeling. The phylogeny
information is given as input for
extracting related data for ontology
construction.
The inter related details for
organisms represented in phylogeny
like gene information, Gene functional
description
in
Gene
Ontology,
Database references are extracted from
the Gene dataset downloaded from
NCBI.
The schema model for the proposed
ontology representation with ontology

Class
•
The thing is the default main
class for protégé tool.
•
Organism is the base class
which represents the phylogeny
hierarchy of organisms for
hominidae family.
•
Gene is a parent class which
holds the gene details.
•
Gene functionality class is used
to define the functionality of
Gene at three levels with sub
classes Biological process,
cellular
component
and
Molecular Function.
•
The class gene type is used to

define the category which gene
belongs to and has three gene
types which forms the subclass
of the defined class. The three
subclasses are Protein coding,
Pseudo, and Unknown.
Members
The individuals are represented as
member. Gene id provides the
identification of the gene which is
represented as member. Taxon id
provides the identification of the
organisms which is also represented as
member. The individuals are mapped
through the gene identifier to the
corresponding gene class.
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Object Properties
The object properties are defined for
mapping entities with other related
entities is given in Table 1.
has_gene: The given object property
is used to map the gene to the
corresponding organisms.
has_go: The given object property is
used to map the gene with
corresponding
GO
identification
number
has_evidence_as: The given property
is used to map the gene to the
corresponding genes.
has_genetype_as: The given property
is used to map the gene to the
corresponding go functionality.
has_organism: The given object
property is used to map the organism to
the corresponding genes.
belongs_to: The given object
property is used to map the gene to the

corresponding gene type.

Visualization

Data Properties
The following object properties are
defined for ontology constructed.
has_gene_id: The given data
property is used to assign the gene
identification
number
to
the
corresponding genes of the organisms.
has_taxon_id: The given data
property is used to assign the taxonomy
identification
number
to
the
corresponding organisms.
Mapping of gene information is
significant process in phylogenetic
visualization ontology. The gene
information is mapped to their
respective gene id by using the
ontology concepts. Organism is defined
as the base class for the ontology
constructed in the proposed work.

The third phase is the Visualization
which is used to extract the
functionality and relationships among
the genes. Visualization consists of two
parts; Query and Graph Visualization.
Query is used to retrieving the
information
from the
ontology
constructed for inferring phylogeny of
organism with interrelated data. Graph
is used to visualize the ontology.
DL Query:
The information for genes is
retrieved using the DL Query tab in the
tool. Class name and Object property
name value “”- The syntax used to
query and retrieve information based
on class and object property is given in
Table 1.

Table 1. Snapshot of DL Query with various properties
Class Name
Organism
Organism
Organism
Organism
Organism
ATP6
MT-COX3

Object Property vale
has_gene
has_go
belongs_to
has_genetye_as
has_evidence_as
has_gene_id
has_taxon_id

Organism

has_gene

Organism

has_gene, belongs_to, has_genetype_as

Organism

has_gene, belongs-to, has_evidence_as

Organism

has_gene, belongs_to, has_evidence_as,
has_genetype_as

Organism

has_gene, has_gene_id, has_taxon_id

Result and Discussion
This section presents with discussion
based on the experimental analysis.
The proposed approach the framework
Ontology Model for Phylogeny
Visualization (OMPV) is used to
visualize the phylogenetic tree of

Query of DL
Organism and has_gene some MT-COX3
Organism and has_go some GO:0005739
Organism and belongs_to only Biological_Process
Organism and has_genetype_as some Protein_Coding
Organism and has_evidence_as ome IEA
ATP6 and has_gene_id value 6775074
MT-COX3 and has_taxon_id value 9600
Organism and has_gene some MT-CYTB and has_genetype_as some
Protein_Coding
german_neandertheal and has_gene some ATP6 and belongs_to only
Biological_Process and has_genetype_as some Protein_coding
western_lowland_gorilla and has_gene some MT-CYTB and belongs_to
only Molecular_Function and has_evidence_as some IEA
chimp_troglodytes and has_gene some MT-ATP6 and belongs_to only
Molecular_Function and has_evidence_as some IEA and has_genetype_as
some Unknown
eastern_lowland_gorilla and has_gene some MT-ND4L and has_gene_id
value 6742685 and has_taxon_id value 9593

organisms with interrelated data. The
various snapshot of experimental
results with visualization approach is
presented in the below sections.
The Figure 3 provides a snapshot of
the information retrieved using the
query with class name and object

property using DL Query. The Figure 4
provides a graphical visualization of
the retrieving information for Class
name and Object Property using
Ontology Visualization engine of
Protégé tool.
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Figure 3. Retrieving information for Class name and Object Property.

Figure 4. Graphical Visualization of retrieving information for Class name and Object Property.

Graph Visualization
The gene information is also viewed using graph visualize by using ontgraf which is a plug-in in protégé tool. The Figure 5
provides a snapshot of the Graph Visualization of Ontology Model for Phylogentic Visualization.
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Figure 5. Graph Visualization of Ontology Model for Phylogentic Visualization

The visualization approaches is
available in form query and graph
representations. The query interface
provides mechanism to query related
data dynamically represented in
ontology modeling. The formation of
query is also so simple which makes
combination of class and other related
object and data properties. The graph
visualization can also be viewed
through drag of ontology classes
dynamically. Hence the proposed
approach of integrating related
biological
data
in
phylogeny
visualization is found to be efficient
compared to other existing approaches.
On implementation the limitation of
the work wer found to be integration of
data generated in phase 1 and phase 2
with respect to programming languages.
In this work we have considered only
the core biological entities like Gene,
Gene functionality and its databases for
integration. The other classifications
like disease gene, protein structures,
motifs which are not considered can be
upgrade as future work.

Conclusion
This paper an Ontology model for
Phylogeny Visualization is proposed
using a framework. The framework
consists of three phases which includes
Phylogeny Creation, Ontology Model,

and Visualization. Phylogeny is
constructed in phase 1 based on
multiple sequence alignment. The
second phase the relevant data is
extracted and semantic mapping is
carried out and represented in
ontological terminologies. The third
phase of the framework the ontology
model designed is explored with
various visualization approaches using
query and graph. The proposed
approach has overcome the existing
limitations and found to be an efficient
approach for integration related data
into
phylogeny
for
analyzing
evolutionary
relationships
among
organisms.
The result analysis of proposed
ontology is compared with the
clustered phylogeny of organism. The
existing approach does not provide any
interrelated data of the organisms. In
the Ontology model for Phylogeny
Visualization the phylogenetic tree is
linked with interrelated data of
organism
like
relative
gene
functionalities. The querying interface
of ontology model helps to query the
details of organisms with interrelated
data using DL Query, which is not
possible in traditional phylogenetic
methods.■
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